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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a high-level view of Facebook platform solutions.You have products that live on facebook.com, and you have products off of facebook.com – meaning that the platform solution allows you to make people’s web experience more personalized and social.  In addition, FB implementation is easy to implement, and something that everyone should considerAnd products that require a deeper implementation.  These products have greater requirements and investment from you, but also allow for a richer more personalized experience for the userPage apps is an easy implementation on Facebook.com, and like button and social plugin is an easy implementation off facebookCanvas app is a deeper implementation on facebook.com and facebook login is a deeper implementation off of facebook.comAnd when you want to build on the open graph then you can implement timeline apps anywhere – on and off, on mobile and any other device.



Page Apps:  
Create New Ways to Interact With Your Fans 
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Page app 

Organic story 

Page app enables you to augment  
your Facebook page with custom 
experiences on your page 

What is it? 

Page App Checklist 
 Do you need an app to engage your 

current fans in ways that native 
functionality can’t accomplish? 

Do you want to host a marketing 
campaign (i.e., promotion, contest, 
loyalty program)? 

Do you have the budget to promote 
and drive traffic to it? 
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Presentation Notes
Page Apps allow you to create new ways to interact and engage with your fans by developing a custom experience on your app.  But its important to understand if these products are right for you:Do you need an app to engage your current fans or drive people to your Page?  Many times, clients can achieve as good if not better engagement from a page post (for example if you want users to view videos, etc.), so really understand if the app is needed for the unique type of engagementDo you want to host a marketing campaign (i.e. promotion, contest, loyalty program)?  Page apps are the best solution for short-term campaigns and contests.  This will also drive more people to your page since your app lives on your page.Do not build any app if you do not have the budget to promote.  The best way to drive traffic and awareness of the app is through ads/s



Best Practices for Page Apps 

Leverage marketing developers for white label campaign 
solutions  
• Many campaign-oriented apps can easily be provided by them 

Avoid requiring authentication and like-gating page apps unless 
necessary 

• Like-gating will reduce the number of people who can engage with the app 
• Page apps are part of your Page experience, with no additional user 

requirements/steps, and  because of that, it won’t result in a drop-off in 
engagement due to conversion rates 

Deploy Page apps to multiple Pages to increase reach 

• Page apps can be deployed to multiple pages, which can be useful for 
partnerships or localized pages 
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Presentation Notes
Leverage marketing developers for white label campaign solutions Many campaign oriented apps can easily be provided from them: Locator ToolMarketing developers are the best resource as you do not need an inhouse team working on this�Avoid requiring authentication and like-gating Page apps unless necessaryLike-gating will reduce the number of people that can engage with the app, when page apps are a great way to drive engagement to your page.Page apps are part of your Page experience, no additional user requirement/steps and because of that, it won’t result in a drop-off in engagement due to conversion rates because no auth is required�Deploy Page apps to multiple Pages to increase reachPage apps are scalable – you can create an app once and allow it to live on multiple pages. Additionally, a user can have an entire experience within the tab without having to leave Facebook or even your brand page, which reduces friction and increases the likelihood that the user will complete the action. 



Best Practices for Canvas Apps 

Leverage app requests to drive more traffic to your app 

• Show clear value in inviting friends (this will show up in their notification and 
bookmark) 

 

Provide compelling reasons for people to return to the app 

• Unlike Page apps, Canvas apps have distinct URLs and can be accessed 
through Bookmarks, search and requests within Facebook 

 

Always run “app used” sponsored stories 

• Canvas apps can create inventory for sponsored stories, which drive more 
connections and app users 
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Presentation Notes
Leverage app requests to drive more traffic to your appApp requests can allow users to invite friends, so show clear value in inviting friends (this will show up in their notification and Bookmark)�Provide compelling reasons for people to return to the appUnlike page apps, canvas apps have distinct URLs and can be accessed through Bookmarks, search and requests within Facebook.  You need to make sure that people want to come more than once (recurring reason to come), in order to make the app successful and to generate stories.�Always run “app used” Sponsored StoriesCanvas apps can create inventory for sponsored stories, which will drive more connections and app users



WellPoint – Facebook canvas app 
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•Health Profile plus daily 
health actions 
•Records score daily and 
shows improvement over 
time 
•Allow comparison between 
Facebook friends 
•Includes dynamic content, ie 
quizzes 
•180k installs, 50k monthly 
users since launch in 
December 2012 
 



Login With Facebook: 
Personalize the experience for people outside of Facebook.com 

Login with Facebook 

Post-purchase story 

Sachin Monga 

Websites or apps not on 
facebook.com that require a 
Facebook Login 

What is it? 

Facebook Login Checklist 
  Do you have a large presence off Facebook? 

 Do you have a recurring objective > 3 months? 

 Do you have budget to develop and promote the 
website/app? 

 Does the site support login to access content/ 
complete transactions? 

Which will users benefit from? 

 A customized experience on your website/app or 

 Interacting with their friends on your website/app 
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Presentation Notes
Login with facebook are apps or websites off of facebook that require a facebook login.  This allows companies to develop a very personalized experience on their website, for each user as it leverages Facebook data plus whatever the company’s web experience offers.Do you have a large presence off Facebook? – effective login’s require implementation in the design of the website as well, so this would be very valuable if you have a large website presence (i.e ecommerce, retail)Do you have a recurring objective > 3months? – this should be a part of the website experience and thus needs to be a core part of the long-term objectives for the companyDo you have budget to develop and promote the website/app?Which will users benefit from? – do not build long experience if a user is not going to benefit from atleast one of the below points.  Login is not to gain information but to develop a unique experience that users value A customized experience on your website/app, or  - In the example above, users would benefit from knowing whose birthdays are coming up and what their interests and preferences are.  This personalized experience is especially beneficial for companies that have different customer targets and wants to provide a personalized experience for that target, vs a website with a very niche target market and an already customized website.Interacting with their friends on your website/app – in this example, there is value in knowing how your friends review certain products.[RESULTS][RESOURCES]External: Platform Showcase -- https://developers.facebook.com/showcase/External: Preferred Developer Consultant program -- https://developers.facebook.com/preferreddevelopers/

http://www.facebook.com/sachinmonga


Best Practices for Login With Facebook 

Provide clear value for logging in with Facebook 
• Show friends’ faces and personalize the content when someone logs in with Facebook 

• Make it obvious when someone is logged in with Facebook and when he or she is not 
to contrast the experiences (for example: grayed out faces and inability to share) 

 

Prominently display friend activity 

• This keeps people engaged and encourages them to share their own activity 
 

Only ask for permissions that augment the user experience 
• The authentication acceptance rate decreases as more permissions are requested 
• Explain how you will use the user’s information  
• Provide a clear benefit to the user for logging in 
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Presentation Notes
Provide clear value for logging in with FacebookShow friend’s faces and personalize the content when someone logs in with FacebookMake it obvious when someone is logged in with Facebook and when they are not to contrast the experiences (for example: grayed out faces and inability to share)�Prominently display friend activityThis keeps people engaged and encourages them to share their own activity�Only ask for permissions that augment the user experienceThe authentication acceptance rate decreases as more permissions are requestedExplain how you will use the user’s information And provide a clear benefit to the user for logging in, so the users know right away why they should log in.



Timeline Apps: 
Help people express who they are 

App on timeline 

App on 
mobile 

Use Timeline app to deeply integrate 
into the Facebook experience (i.e., 
Timeline, Newsfeed)  

What is it? 

Timeline App Checklist 
 Do you have a long-term, always-on 

product that is core to your business 
strategy? 

Can you enable online or off-line 
actions that users would be proud to 
share and feature on their timeline? 

Do you have an in-house team 
dedicated to building, maintaining, 
optimizing, and promoting the app,like 
a product? 
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Presentation Notes
Timeline App is the most deeply integrated app that allows people to express anytime, anywhereThis is achieved by building on open graph. A user takes an action (which is a verb) on an object (which is a noun).  So now you don’t have to like something, you can read, listen, watch and much more now.Since this is a very deep integration and investment, it is really important to know if you are ready for this.  Because execution is key to success[CHECKLIST]Do you have a long-term, always on product that is core to your business strategy?  Dont think of timeline apps as a campaign.  It is a product, just like your other products, which needs to be aligned withy our vision, long-tremr stragey, and be a part of your company for the long-run (i.e. Timeline apps is core to Pinterest, Fab.com, etc. product)Can you enable online or offline actions that users would be proud to user repeatedly,  share, and feature on their timeline?  Because timeline app’s is a core part of the users timeline and everyday activity, it must be something that the user does everyday and is unique to the brand Do you have an in-house team dedicated to building, maintaining, optimizing, and promoting the app, like a product?  Unlike the other products, it is important that you have an in-house team dedicated to timeline apps. Not just to build, but to continually updated and enhance.[RESOURCES and SUCCESS STORIES]Timeline app website to learn more:  https://www.facebook.com/about/timeline/appsCase studies:  https://developers.facebook.com/showcase/F8 client resources:“f8 for Marketers” guide (please attach it to your email to clients): http://www.fburl.com/?key=2133471“f8 for Marketers” slides, to walk clients through what f8 announcements mean for them, with speaker notes:http://www.fburl.com/?key=2133470 (Keynote): http://www.fburl.com/?key=2133468 (Powerpoint);f8 Master FAQs: Internal f8 Sales-focused FAQs: http://www.fburl.com/?key=2217115



Best Practices for Timeline Apps 

Build stories around the things that people already do in your app 
• Avoid nouns and verbs that only a niche audience would understand – your app will be 

mentioned within every generated story (for example: Sachin Monga is playing Tennis 
via [app name] with Neha Jogani) 

 

Create stories for high-frequency and lightweight activities 

• This helps people fill out their timelines and maintain ongoing interactions with the app 

• Enable people to publish stories for different activities (for example, a food app could 
help a person publish stories about buying, cooking, and eating) 
 

Develop stories that people would be proud to display on  
their timelines 
• People can customize the content on their timeline (for example: music enthusiasts will 

be proud to display their songs and the playlists) 
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Presentation Notes
Build around  actions that people already take that can be associated with your brandDon’t brand the actual actions – your app will be mentioned within every generated story �(for example: Sachin Monga is playing Tennis via [app name] with Neha Jogani)�Develop high frequency and lightweight actionsThis helps people fill out their timelines and maintain ongoing interactions with the appTimeline Apps can publish stories from different types of actions (for example, a food app could publish stories about buying, cooking, and eating)When stories are generated the right way, timeline apps allows you to develop an inventory of stories to connect with friends of fans�Develop actions that people would be proud to display on their timelinesPeople can customize the app view on their timeline (for example: a music enthusiast will be proud to display their songs and the playlists)



Native or  
Web App 

All Mobile Apps Can Now Be Social 

12 

Notifications 

Newsfeed and Timeline 

Bookmark 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like we mentioned earlier, Facebook technology is device agnostic.  It doesn’t matter what device you are on, you should have the ability to connect with people and share experiences.  FB platform solutions allow you to develop a seamless and congruent experience for usersyou can continue your Words With Friends games from Mobile Web App, anywhere you gopublish a run via mobile and when a friend clicks a news feed story on desktop they are shown information about the trailBy integrating your app (native ios, native android, or web) with facebook, you can have access to social distribution on Facebook.  When you build for mobile, actions with your app can show up on users and friends notifications, stories can appear in users timeline and friends newsfeed, and your app can be searched through our bookmarks.So build for Mobile and Desktop, which meansLeverage HTML5 and use SSO for native apps Set up app settings to optimize your mobile channelstest on mobile firstAnd design for mobile



Integrate By Building Websites and Apps for 
Mobile 

Get started 
• Build for seamless user experience 

across mobile and desktop 

• Use HTML5 or SSO for native apps 

• Test on mobile first 

• Optimize your app settings for mobile 

• Design for mobile 

• Register your mobile app through the 
developer site 

• Define objects and actions that can be 
shared on Facebook via Open Graph 

 App on timeline 

App on mobile 
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Presentation Notes
As I said before, integrating with Facebook is very simple.IF YOU ARE BUILDING AN APP, YOU SHOULD BUILD FOR MOBILEHOW TO BUILD FOR MOBILEBuild for seamless user experience across Mobile and Desktop – your consumers are using both, so let them connect from any device, and have a continued relevant experienceUse HTML5 or SSO for native apps Test on mobile first – it is easy to test first on mobile, see how a product/app/website works before launching fullyOptimize your app settings for mobile – everyone should optimize the settings for mobile, which Facebook  makes it easy to doDesign for mobile – and most importantly, design for mobile.  Mobile is different than the desktop, and you need to design for mobile to make the mobile experience great.Register your mobile url through our site, and then you will be ready to take advantage of Facebook Platform for mobile.Lastly, define objectives and actions that can be shared on Facebook via open graph (ensure users are also authenticating with the Login Button plugin – see next set of steps)STEPS TO BUILD AN OPEN GRAPH APPCreate a Facebook appAuthenticate users with the Login Button pluginDefine Objects, Actions and Aggregations through the App DashboardPublish Actions for your usersAdd Social Plugins to your appSubmit Your Actions for approvalOTHER RESOURCESInformation on developing with Facebook Platform for mobile:  https://developers.dev.facebook.com/docs/guides/mobile/ Tutorial on Open Graph: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph/tutorial/ Remember businesses should only build Apps if it is right for them; they should ask themselves:Do you have a long-term, always on product that is core to your business strategy? Can you enable online or offline actions that users would be proud to user repeatedly and share,Do you have an in-house team dedicated to building, maintaining, optimizing, and promoting the app, like a product?  Unlike the other products, it is important that you have an in-house team dedicated to timeline apps. Not just to build, but to continually updated and enhance.I said before, integrating with Facebook is very simple.IF YOU ARE BUILDING AN APP, YOU SHOULD BUILD FOR MOBILEHOW TO BUILD FOR MOBILEBuild for seamless user experience across Mobile and Desktop – your consumers are using both, so let them connect from any device, and have a continued relevant experienceUse HTML5 or SSO for native apps Test on mobile first – it is easy to test first on mobile, see how a product/app/website works before launching fullyOptimize your app settings for mobile – everyone should optimize the settings for mobile, which Facebook  makes it easy to doDesign for mobile – and most importantly, design for mobile.  Mobile is different than the desktop, and you need to design for mobile to make the mobile experience great.Register your mobile url through our site, and then you will be ready to take advantage of Facebook Platform for mobile.Lastly, define objectives and actions that can be shared on Facebook via open graph (ensure users are also authenticating with the Login Button plugin – see next set of steps)STEPS TO BUILD AN OPEN GRAPH APPCreate a Facebook appAuthenticate users with the Login Button pluginDefine Objects, Actions and Aggregations through the App DashboardPublish Actions for your usersAdd Social Plugins to your appSubmit Your Actions for approvalOTHER RESOURCESInformation on developing with Facebook Platform for mobile:  https://developers.dev.facebook.com/docs/guides/mobile/ Tutorial on Open Graph: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph/tutorial/ Remember businesses should only build Apps if it is right for them; they should ask themselves:Do you have a long-term, always on product that is core to your business strategy? Can you enable online or offline actions that users would be proud to user repeatedly and share,Do you have an in-house team dedicated to building, maintaining, optimizing, and promoting the app, like a product?  Unlike the other products, it is important that you have an in-house team dedicated to timeline apps. Not just to build, but to continually updated and enhance.



Create Winning Apps 
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Presentation Notes
It is easy to build an app, but not easy to build a winning app.  The 2 main points to remember are to build for mobile and to build for great storiesBuild for Mobile and DesktopDevelop a seamless and congruent experience for usersyou can continue your Words With Friends games from Mobile Web App, anywhere you gopublish a run via mobile and when a friend clicks a news feed story on desktop they are shown information about the trailLeverage HTML5 and use SSO for native appsSet up app settings to optimize your mobile channels and test on mobile firstEnable great storytellingThink about what you want customers to say to each other. How can your app create these stories? And then how will you incentivize users to take those actions?Don’t brand the actual actions and objects Create experiences that can be shared with friendsThe best apps enable friend-to-friend interaction over app-to-person interactionTagging friends in app activity increases distribution Use ads ands SS to promote the appPromotion should generally be 4x the cost of developing the appStories are what gives your app exposure in Facebook Social Channels which will drive further awareness, traffic, and business resultsLeverage app insightsDifferent groups of people might be interacting with your business in different waysCompare your app insights to your page insights to understand find your most important relationships 



Enable Great Stories 

Lightweight story in Newsfeed,  
Context in app 
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Presentation Notes
It is easy to build an app, but not easy to build a winning app.  The 2 main points to remember are to build for mobile and to build for great storiesBuild for Mobile and DesktopDevelop a seamless and congruent experience for usersyou can continue your Words With Friends games from Mobile Web App, anywhere you gopublish a run via mobile and when a friend clicks a news feed story on desktop they are shown information about the trailLeverage HTML5 and use SSO for native appsSet up app settings to optimize your mobile channels and test on mobile firstEnable great storytellingThink about what you want customers to say to each other. How can your app create these stories? And then how will you incentivize users to take those actions?Don’t brand the actual actions and objects Create experiences that can be shared with friendsThe best apps enable friend-to-friend interaction over app-to-person interactionTagging friends in app activity increases distribution Use ads ands SS to promote the appPromotion should generally be 4x the cost of developing the appStories are what gives your app exposure in Facebook Social Channels which will drive further awareness, traffic, and business resultsLeverage app insightsDifferent groups of people might be interacting with your business in different waysCompare your app insights to your page insights to understand find your most important relationships 



Maximum Distribution, to the Right People 
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Presentation Notes
It is easy to build an app, but not easy to build a winning app.  The 2 main points to remember are to build for mobile and to build for great storiesBuild for Mobile and DesktopDevelop a seamless and congruent experience for usersyou can continue your Words With Friends games from Mobile Web App, anywhere you gopublish a run via mobile and when a friend clicks a news feed story on desktop they are shown information about the trailLeverage HTML5 and use SSO for native appsSet up app settings to optimize your mobile channels and test on mobile firstEnable great storytellingThink about what you want customers to say to each other. How can your app create these stories? And then how will you incentivize users to take those actions?Don’t brand the actual actions and objects Create experiences that can be shared with friendsThe best apps enable friend-to-friend interaction over app-to-person interactionTagging friends in app activity increases distribution Use ads ands SS to promote the appPromotion should generally be 4x the cost of developing the appStories are what gives your app exposure in Facebook Social Channels which will drive further awareness, traffic, and business resultsLeverage app insightsDifferent groups of people might be interacting with your business in different waysCompare your app insights to your page insights to understand find your most important relationships 



Key Takeaways 

Apps are a great way to engage with consumers on Facebook 
• Enable great storytelling 

• Think about what you want customers to say to each other and how your app can 
create those stories 

• Create experiences that can be shared with friends 
• The best apps enable friend-to-friend interaction over app-to-person interaction 

Build your app for mobile and desktop 
• Consumers are using both, so let them connect from any device 

Leverage app insights to create stronger connections 
• Compare app insights to page insights to understand the most important relationships 
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